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Content in this report is drawn from the presentations made by the respective speakers during the CHC 2020 virtual stream on
October 3, 2020. Hodgkin Lymphoma content at CHC 2020 presented by: Dr. John Kuruvilla, Dr. David Hodgson, Dr. Martin Hutchings
& Dr. Jonathan Friedberg

Western Perspectives provided by:
DR. MONA SHAFEY, UNIVERSIT Y OF CALGARY

HOW WE TREAT R/R-cHL IN CANADA IN 2020
Salvage therapy and ASCT remains standard in eligible patients but novel therapy is being increasingly incorporated in this
setting. Notable updates are reviewed.
•

Previous standard salvage regimens include: DEXA-BEAM, MINI-BEAM, ICE, DHAP, GDP, GVD, IEV, ESHAP (Kuruvilla. Blood 2011)

•

Brentuximab Vedotin (BV): Approved in Canada based on evidence demonstrating favourable ORR and excellent single agent
activity (Younes JCO 2012). Additional Confirmatory Trial- Phase III ATHERA- Brentuximab post-ASCT (Moskowitz Lancet 2015), ATHERA-4
year update (Moskowitz, ISHL Cologne 2016)
•

Sequential BV-chemotherapy Strategies (Table 1): allows less exposure to chemotherapy but conceptually is less likely to lead
to very high CR rate

Table 1. Sequential BV-chemotherapy Strategies (Moskowitz Lancet Oncol 2015, Chen BBMT 2016)

•

Brentuximab-containing salvage Regimens (Table 2): Conceptually should lead to high CR rates though with potential for
increased toxicity

Table 2. Brentuximab-containing salvage Regimens (LaCasce Blood 2018 prepub, Garcia-Sanz EHA 2018, Hagenbeek ISHL 2016, Cassaday ASH
2017; *ASH 2017)
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•

Checkpoint inhibitor combinations (Table 3): potential chemo-free approaches

Table 3. Checkpoint inhibitor combinations (Herrera ASH 2017, Diefenbach Lugano 2016; Chen JCO 2016):

•

Pembrolizumab Monotherapy, KEYNOTE-204 (J. Kuruvilla, ASCO 2020) - Practice changing trial demonstrating statistically significant
and clinically meaningful improvement in PFS versus BV in patients with R/R cHL that are ineligible or have relapsed post autoSCT (PFS: 13.2 vs 8.3 months; HR: 0.65 [95% CI, 0.48-0.88], P = 0.00271)
•

•

BV may be used increasingly earlier in the disease course (maintenance, salvage, primary treatment) so using an alternate
agent makes sense

Targeted therapies post-ASCT or ASCT ineligible: Trials include post-ASCT, chemorefractory ineligible and patients ineligible for
ASCT due to age or comorbidity.

Table 4. Targeted therapies post-ASCT or ASCT ineligible (Armand, JCO 2018; Chen Blood 2017; Chen Blood 2016; O’Connor Lancet Oncol 2018;
Diefenbach ASH 2016; Younes JCO 2012; Johnston Exp Hematol Oncol 2018; Fehniger Blood 2011)

Looking Forward:
•

There is still room for improvement
•

Non-ASCT eligible patients (older, comorbidity) remain a key unmet medical need population (novel agents are not well studied
in this population)

•

Keynote-204 is an important trial in Canada to establish the role of anti-PD1 antibodies in HL

•

Given activity of these agents, we can reconsider established standards by evaluating them in new RCTs

•

Canada lags with drug access

Click here to access the slides presented by Dr. John Kuruvilla
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RADIATION THERAPY IN HODGKIN LYMPHOMA 2020:
BALANCING RISKS
Ideally, we want to cure patients with no clinically important short-term or long term side effects. Radiotherapy is very
effective but has dose-dependent (not “all or nothing”) side effects. This section provides evidence from clinical trials that
directly address RT use in HL, and insight on balancing risk of relapse with risk of second cancer and other side effects of RT.

•

•

Reduction in relapse risk associated with RT
•

GHSG HD16 (Fuchs et al. J Clin Oncol. 2019) shows 2x ABVD + 20Gy has best PFS with low toxicity.

•

EORTC H10 (Andre et al. JCO 2017) shows that best PFS is with combined modality therapy even in PET2 negative patients.
•

Early favourable patients ABVD x 4 does not produce optimal PFS

•

Early unfavourable patients don’t get much PFS benefit from RT

RT in High-risk: ABVD x 6 does not produce great PFS
(J Clin Oncol 34:1376-1385, 2016, N Engl J Med 374: 2419-2429, 2016, Blood 2018 132:929, JCO. 2018 36:454-462)

•

If using eBEACOPP backbone (von Tresckow et al, Lancet Haematol 2018; Lancet 379, 2012) :
•

•

•

If using ABVD backbone (Gallamini et al, J Clin Oncol. 2018; Zinzani P.L. et al. J Clin Oncol. 2016) :
•

RT to PET-avid sites >2.5cm

•

RT to sites of bulk >10cm (PET –’ve) likely to improve PFS by ~ 7%

PET2 +’ve (Deauville 4-5) patients continue to have poor PFS: 65%-75%
•

•

RT to PET-avid sites >2.5cm.

COG AHOD 1331 trial gave RT to PET2 +’ve sites, outcome pending.

Potential risks of contemporary involved site RT (ISRT/INRT): Second malignancy and Cardiac disease
•

Aim to keep breast mean dose <4Gy and cardiac dose <10Gy

Looking Forward:
•

Question of how to manage bulk remains uncertain

•

There is no “one size fits all”.

•

•

ABVD x 6 for everyone is inappropriate (in my view)

•

Getting to the right decision requires multi-disciplinary input and is often a value judgement and therefore requires patient
input and physician patience

For those seeking to avoid RT: those with both early anatomic and metabolic CR are likely the best candidates for chemotherapy only.
•

Requires consideration of anatomic distribution and discussion about patient preferences

Click here to access the slides presented by Dr. David Hodgson
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LIMITED STAGE HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA IN 2020:
A PRACTICAL APPROACH BASED ON TODAY’S DATA
The large majority of patients with early stage HL are cured (although not 100%), however challenges with late effects of treatment
exist (including second cancers, cardiovascular disease, chronic fatigue, muscle weakness, psychosocial problems etc.). Current
and future approaches for limited stage HL are reviewed.

•

First-line treatment of Hodgkin lymphoma is a balance between efficacy and toxicity
•

•

•

Long-term survival for patients with early stage disease is challenged by late effects of treatment rather than treatment
failure and relapse

Current Standard(s) of care
•

Early favourable: 2 x ABVD + 20 Gy ISRT (Engert A, et al. N Engl J Med 2010), 6 x ABVD (Meyer RM, et al. N Engl J Med 2012)

•

Early unfavourable: 4 x ABVD + 30 Gy RT (Eich HT, et al. JCO 2010; Bastian von Tresckow et al. JCO 2012)

PET-response adapted treatment of early stage HL has been studies in large, randomised studies the last
15 years
•

In early favourable disease (limited stage), omission of radiotherapy leads to an unacceptable loss of disease control

•

In early unfavourable disease (intermediate stage), radiotherapy can be safely omitted in early PET-negative patients

•

Patients with early unfavourable disease who are still PET-positive after 2 x ABVD benefit from intensification with
BEACOPPesc before radiotherapy

Looking Forward:
•

Novel agents to watch for
•

Brentuximab Vedotin (BV) plus AVD- BREACH phase II study – early unfavourable (Fornecker LM, et al. ASH 2017)
•

•

Nivolumab- NIVAHL phase II study – early unfavourable (Bröckelmann P, et al. JAMA Oncol. 2020)
•

•

Outcomes: Primary endpoint was met (CMR rate after 2 x chemo) but we are still waiting for mature PFS data

Outcomes: 1st restaging- 100% ORR and 87% CR after 2 cycles of N-AVD, 96% ORR and 51% CR after 4 doses of nivolumab; 2nd
restaging- CR = 90% in patients receiving concomitant therapy and 94% in patients receiving sequential therapy; 12-month
PFS- 100% for patients receiving concomitant treatment , 98% for patients receiving sequential therapy

The role of newer, targeted agents in early stage HL remains unclear

Click here to access the slides presented by Dr. Martin Hutchings
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ADVANCED HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA IN 2020:
A PRACTICAL APPROACH BASED ON TODAY’S DATA
Advanced stage Hodgkin lymphoma is a highly curable malignancy, however with conventional approaches including ABVD, over
20% of patients may experience relapse. This review will present several recent trials incorporating a response adapted approach
based upon interim FDG-PET imaging, escalating therapy in patients with persistent FDG-PET avid disease, and de-escalating
therapy in patients with negative PET imaging.
•

Unlike the situation in early stage disease, where established criteria may define optimal chemotherapy length and dose of radiation,
until recently all patients with advanced stage disease were managed in a similar fashion at diagnosis.

•

Takeaways from: S0816: ABVD (Press et al. JCO 2016), RATHL: ABVD (Johnson et al. NEJM 2016), HD18: BEACOPP (Borchmann et al. Lancet 2017)

•

•

Pet-2 positive patients after ABVD appear to have superior outcomes if using BEACOPPesc compared to historical data with
continued ABVD

•

Eliminating bleomycin for PET-2 negative patients after ABVD is safe and does not impact efficacy

•

PET-2 does not predict for inferior outcome when BEACOPPesc is utilized as induction therapy

•

PET is not final answer for ABVD-treated patients, as 20% of patients treated with a PET-adapted approach still relapse;
majority of whom are PET-2 negative

Takeaways from ECHELON-1: ABvVD (Connors et al. NEJM 2018)
•

•

•

Improved PFS

•

Does not require response-adaptation

•

Eliminates bleomycin

•

Avoids BEACOPPesc; includes elderly patients

•

Increased toxicity and cost

•

There is less long-term experience with upfront brentuximab

•

Question of whether failures will be salvageable remains

Takeaways from Checkmate 205- AVD + Nivolumab for advanced stage HL (Ramchandren et al, JCO 2019)
•

•

How does AVD-Brentuximab compare to RATHL (ABVD)?

Results show impressive response (Figure below)

Currently enrolling patients in S1826 North American Study (Phase III, Randomized Study of Nivo plus AVD or BV Plus AVD in Patients
(Age >/= 12 years) with Newly Diagnosed Advanced cHL)
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Looking Forward:
•

•

Older patients need novel treatment approaches, and customized trials
•

Clinical prognostic factors work, but high-risk group is too small for a unique trial

•

Clinicians may approach these very high-risk patients differently

•

Substantial overlap between high risk group and older age patients

For remaining patients:
•

23-gene predictor score not validated

•

Other possible predictors require extensive validation, and may depend upon treatment given:
•

Metabolic tumor volume (MTV)

•

Serum TARC

•

Macrophage content

•

Unique predictors for immunotherapy (genetic studies)

•

We need validated novel biomarker(s) to predict patients at diagnosis destined to fail a given treatment, to facilitate
precision medicine trials

•

Until then, given excellent outcomes for most patients, “brute force” trials enrolling all patients with advanced stage
disease continue to be the rule

Click here to access the slides presented by Dr. Jonathan Friedberg

WESTERN CANADIAN PERSPECTIVE:
Dr. Mona Shafey, University of Calgary
In regards to relapsed/refractory cHL:
Drug access post-ASCT remains an issue, as post-transplant brentuximab for high risk patients is of benefit but not currently
funded unless patients have persistent or relapsed disease. Additional therapies are needed for the refractory HL patient, as
they are young and will exhaust available therapies. On the role of allogeneic SCT – we would wait until patients have failed both
brentuximab and nivolumab/pembrolizumab before considering.
Radiation therapy in limited stage HL:
In the face of high cure rates it is desirable to limit long-term toxicity, particularly in young patients, but it is clear that omitting
radiation will sacrifice efficacy. Thus for the vast majority of these patients we would offer combined modality treatment t o
maximize efficacy.
For patients with advanced stage disease:
Our center is comfortable proceeding with escalated BEACOPP for the young (age<60) fit patient with poor risk disease using a
PET-guided approach to determine number of cycles. ABVD is reserved for those unfit for escBEACOPP or declined due to fertility
issues (mostly young women), again using a PET-guided approach with the option of escalation to BEACOPP if persistently positive
after two cycles. We would now consider brentuximab-AVD in patients who decline or are unfit for escBEACOPP as the better
alternative to ABVD.
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T O A C C E S S T H E E N T I R E C H C N AT I O N A L
ON-DEMAND VIDEO SESSIONS
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Hodgkin Lymphoma
On-Demand Video Sessions
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